Temperature Screening Solutions

Temperature Screening Solutions Tailored to Your Needs

Use Cases

THERMAL CAMERA
FIXED MOUNT
Medium to High
People Volume

THERMAL CAMERA
MOBILE STATION
Low to Medium
People Volume

CENTURION
STANDING KIOSK
Low to Medium
People Volume

Locations

These are a fraction of the wide array of locations that benefit from a thermal detection solution.

Airports
Casinos
Education

Hospitals
Theme Parks
Churches
Offices

Factories
Theaters
Arenas
Retail Stores

Key Benefits of ICI Solutions

HIGH ACCURACY
Accurate to within ± 0.1 - 0.3o Celsius. Top quality internal sensors, sophisticated software, leading optics, and temperature reference calibration make this possible.

FAST AND STREAMLINED SCREENING
Advanced screening solution ensures rapid safety checks, keeping employees and customers safe will be a breeze.

OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Software upgrades, yearly calibrations, remote troubleshooting, and overnight hardware replacement provided, if required. ICI also provides extensive training on setup and how to use the equipment, making it easy for any person to use.
Key Features of ICI Products

1. Centralized Monitoring
Control all of your company’s cameras from one centralized location.

2. Access Control Card
Restrict access to certain doors, rooms, and buildings with our badge control feature.

3. Declaration Forms
Add customized forms to your kiosk station to collect critical information.

4. Red Light / Green Light
Easily identify body temperatures with a red light/green light signal system.

5. Dual Visual Camera
Display side-by-side views of both thermal and traditional camera images.

6. Facial Detection
Detect an individual’s face quickly with facial detection software, resulting in an efficient temperature scan and less time waiting in line for customers or employees.

7. Facial Recognition
Track individuals’ identity within your organization to increase safety and security.

8. Email Notifications
Receive internal email notifications when an individual fails a temperature screening test so your team can take the necessary actions.

9. Printed Badge
Once scanned at kiosk, individuals receive a printed badge with their picture, temperature, and whether they passed or failed the temperature screening test.

10. Audible Audio
The system will give off an audible alarm when an individual fails the temperature screening test.

11. Light Alert
A green or red light on the top of the kiosk indicates whether the person passed or failed the temperature screening test.

12. Touchless Screen
Provides touchless functionality if desired.